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A loving father
is grand

BY RAVEN JOY SHONEL
Staff Writer

CLEARWATER – “Justice for
All” was the theme of Pinellas
County Urban League’s (PCUL)
fifth annual Whitney M. Young
Junior Empowerment Luncheon. This year’s celebration honored Assistant Chief of Police
Luke Williams for 32 years of
service in law enforcement and
a lifetime of dedicated public
service.
Held at Banquet Masters in
Clearwater, Rev. Kenny Irby
took over Master of Ceremony
duties for PCUL’s second largest
fundraiser while Erik C. Smith,
PCUL Board Chairman gave the
welcome.
“When I think about Luke, a

number of words come to mind:
integrity, mentor, role model,
true public servant, community
leader and a true advocate for
our youth,” said Chairman Kenneth Welch, Pinellas Board of
County Commissioners.
Those words were echoed
throughout the afternoon last
Friday, Feb. 23. Those words
seemed to have defined
Williams’ three-decade career at
the St. Petersburg Police Department (SPPD).
Joining the department
in1986, the vestiges of Jim Crow
St. Pete could still be felt at
SPPD. Two decades before, 12
African-American police officers
filed a lawsuit against the department that forced integration.
They came to be known as the

Leon Jackson
BY RAVEN JOY SHONEL
Staff Writer

Courageous 12 and their actions
paved the way for both officers
of color and women.
Before integration for forced,
black officers were treated as
second-class citizens. They
could only work in black neighborhoods, could only arrest
black people and received handme-down cars.
Williams once said that he
stands on the shoulders of those
12 men, and now after his storied career, “I believe our officers today will call him an
inspiration,” said Mayor Rick
Kriseman.
In 1996, Williams rose to become a sergeant and in four
short years became an assistant
chief.
See CHIEF, page 9
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Greater Mt. Zion’s Black History Celebration
BY RAVEN JOY SHONEL
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG – Cross &
Anvil Human Services kicked off
their yearly Heritage Lecture Series with a Black History Month
program at Greater Mt. Zion
AME Feb. 11.
Rev. Clarence Williams stressed
that his congregation celebrates
African-American history all year
long and the February celebration
is just one of the many cultural
events that are highlighted.
Last year’s keynote speaker was
so spirited and thought-provoking,
Chairperson Orlando Pizana and
the black history committee secured education activist and noted
See HISTORY, page 12
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ST. PETERSBURG – McCabe
United Methodist Church honored one of their own for Black
History Month last Sunday, Feb.
25. Leon Jackson, a lifelong
member of the church, spoke
about his legacy of being one of
the 12 African-American police
officers that successfully sued
the City of St. Petersburg and integrated the St. Petersburg Police Department (SPPD) in 1965.
“We’ve gotten old, and you’d
better start talking with us and
getting information about this
lawsuit,” warned Jackson, informing that he and Freddie
Crawford are the last two officers
alive that were a part of that lawsuit.
For refusing to accept the status quo, for going head-to-head
with the system and for ultimately opening the door of opportunity for future generations
of black officers, they came to be
known collectively as the Courageous 12: Adam Baker, Freddie
Crawford, Raymond DeLoach,
Charles Holland, Robert Keys,
Primus Killen, James King, Johnnie B. Lewis, Horace Nero, Jerry
Styles and Nathaniel Wooten
and, of course, Jackson.
A graduate of Gibbs High
School, Jackson’s first time in an
integrated classroom was the police academy. He and Keys were
the only two black prospective officers in the academy with more
than 20 whites.
Once he graduated the academy, he and Keys were hired on
at the SPPD.
“I learned firsthand that the
police department was not integrated. We were often referred to
as the ‘colored police officers.’
We could not work at the front
See JACKSON, page 6
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Breaking
the Cycle

Visionary
Brief
by Keisha Bell, Esq.

REV. DR. ROBERT L.
HARRISON, PH.D.
Men of S.T.E.E.L. Ministries
www.menofsteelministries.com

Discouraged but not deterred
Have you ever wondered how many
dreams are deterred because of someone else’s discouragement? Has this
happened to you?
Just because something has not
been done by someone who looks like
her does not mean that she cannot do
it. Many are bold when telling her: “You
can’t.” She must be bolder and believe:
“But, I will.”
Meet Jane Matilda Bolin, the first
black woman to serve as a judge in the
United States in 1939. Her journey towards this accomplishment includes
other historical firsts. Bolin is the first
black woman to graduate from Yale Law
School, to join the New York City Bar
Association and join the New York City
Law Department. She lived from April
11, 1908, to January 8, 2007.
Bolin attended Wellesley College.
There, she was one of only two black
students in her class. During that time,
even in the northern state of Massachusetts, most of the white students ignored her.
Discouraged but not deterred, in
1928 Bolin graduated in the top 20 in
her class and enrolled at Yale Law
School despite the advice of a careers
adviser at Wellesley College. The adviser attempted to discourage her from
applying to Yale Law School due to her
race and gender. Aside from those two
things, she was considered the “ideal”
applicant.
Are we properly preparing young
girls, and particularly those of color, for
the discouragement they may face as
women when their pursuits do not fit the
understood description of a particular
position? Bolin made history when she
graduated from Yale Law. Be careful of
the advice you accept as true for your
life. History makers need advisers who
believe in what has not yet been done.
After passing the New York Bar,
Bolin practiced law with her father and
husband. Then, she served as Assistant
Corporation Counsel in the New York
City’s legal department. At 31 years old,
the mayor of New York City appointed

Jane Matilda Bolin
her as a judge of the Domestic Relations
Court, later renamed the Family Court.
Bolin served as a judge for 40 years.
Bolin’s life experiences prepared
her to work effectively for causes bigger than herself. She proactively
worked to encourage racially integrated
child services, to ensure that probation
officers were assigned without regard
to race or religion and that publicly
funded childcare agencies accepted
children without regard to ethnic background.
She was a strong activist for children’s rights and education. After her
retirement, she volunteered as a reading instructor in New York City public
schools for two years. In addition, she
served on the New York State Board of
Regents where she reviewed disciplinary cases. Her contribution to society
did not go unnoticed. Bolin received
honorary degrees from Tuskeegee Institute, Williams College, Hampton University,
Western
College
for
Women and Morgan State University.
Have you ever wondered how many
dreams are deterred because of someone else’s discouragement? We must be
like Bolin and boldly believe, “But, I
will!”
Keisha Bell is an attorney, author and
public servant. To reach Bell, email her
at emergingfree@gmail.com or log on to
www.emergingfree.com to view more of
her work.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR
ADVERSISERS

Praise the Lord.
The New Testament Gospel Without
Paul – Part 5
Acts 15:8 “God seeing their hearts acknowledged them by giving them the
Holy Spirit just as he did us. And making
no distinction between us and them, purifying their hearts by faith.” Vs. 11 “We
believe that through the grace of the
Lord Jesus we shall be saved in the
SAME MANNER as they.” The consistent teaching in the book of Acts and the
rest of scripture is by God’s grace
through faith. God gave then the Holy
Spirit because He saw their faith that was
in their heart. Peter makes the explicit
point that they got saved the SAME
WAY.
Peter repeats this again in Acts 11:1518 “And as I began to speak, the Holy
Spirit fell upon them, as upon us at the
beginning.“Then I remembered the
word of the Lord, how He said, ‘John indeed baptized with water, but you shall
be baptized with the Holy Spirit.’ “If
therefore God gave them the same gift
as He gave us when we believed on the
Lord Jesus Christ, who was I that I could
withstand God?”
When they heard these things they
became silent; and they glorified God,
saying, “Then God has also granted to
the Gentiles repentance to life.”
They concluded with this, Acts 15:22
“Then it pleased the apostles and elders,
with the whole church, to send chosen
men of their own company to Antioch
with Paul and Barnabas, namely, Judas
who was also named Barsabas, and Silas,
leading men among the brethren. They
wrote this letter by them: The apostles,
the elders, and the brethren, To the
brethren who are of the Gentiles in Antioch, Syria, and Cilicia: Greetings. Since
we have heard that some who went out
from us have troubled you with words,
unsettling your souls, saying, ‘You must
be circumcised and keep the law’— to
whom we gave no such commandment— it seemed good to us, being assembled with one accord, to send
chosen men to you with our beloved
Barnabas and Paul, men who have
risked their lives for the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ. We have therefore
sent Judas and Silas, who will also report
the same things by word of mouth. For
it seemed good to the Holy Spirit, and to
us, to lay upon you no greater burden
than these necessary things: that you abstain from things offered to idols, from
blood, from things strangled, and from
sexual immorality. If you keep yourselves from these, you will do well.
Farewell.
For one to deny Paul they must deny
the record contained in the Book of Acts
(which is accurately called the Acts of
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the apostles) and all of early church history. Justin Martyr quotes Paul (100-16
ad). Polycarp quotes Paul. Iranaeus who
was a disciple of Polycarp quotes Paul
over 200 times.
We must remember that it is Luke
who put the book of Acts together with
all the information available, though it
starts with Peter and John he does show
the succession to Paul and Barnabas
sent out to bring the gospel to the Gentiles (non Jews) throughout the known
world.
Acts 23:9-14 “Then there arose a loud
outcry. And the scribes of the Pharisees’
party arose and protested, saying, “We
find no evil in this man; but if a spirit or
an angel has spoken to him, let us not
fight against God.” Now when there
arose a great dissension, the commander,
fearing lest Paul might be pulled to pieces
by them, commanded the soldiers to go
down and take him by force from among
them, and bring him into the barracks.
But the following night the Lord stood by
him and said, “Be of good cheer, Paul; for
as you have testified for Me in Jerusalem,
so you must also bear witness at
Rome.”And when it was day, some of the
Jews banded together and bound themselves under an oath, saying that they
would neither eat nor drink till they had
killed Paul. Now there were more than
forty
who
had
formed
this
conspiracy.They came to the chief priests
and elders, and said, “We have bound
ourselves under a great oath that we will
eat nothing until we have killed Paul.
Notice the hatred of Paul; we can see
the same from those today that refuse to
accept his gospel as the same as the
other apostles. They remind me of Paul’s
conversation with Agrippa. “King
Agrippa, do you believe the prophets? I
know that you do believe.” Then Agrippa
said to Paul, “You almost persuade me to
become a Christian.” (Acts 26:27-28). A
Christian- most do not want to be called
that name but something else, to be
unique.
Peter had great respect for Paul;
even after he was rebuked by his in front
of others for being hypocritical with eating with the Gentiles.
2 Peter 3:15-16: “and account that the
longsuffering of our Lord is salvation— as
also our beloved brother Paul, according
to the wisdom given to him, has written
to you, as also in all his epistles, speaking
in them of these things, in which are
some things hard to understand, which
untaught and unstable people twist to
their own destruction, as they do also the
rest of the Scriptures” Notice that Peter
equates Paul’s letters as Scripture.
Till next week,
God Bless.
Elder Dr. Robert L. Harrison
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COMMUNITY NEWS
I AM:
Fred G. Minnis, Sr.
By Gwendolyn Reese
Born in 1912, Fred G. Minnis, Sr.
began practicing law in St. Petersburg,
Florida in 1956 and was often known
as the “grandfather” of African-American lawyers in Pinellas County. Until
he opened an office on 22nd Street S
in late 1956, no black attorney had
ever practiced law full time in Pinellas
and in the beginning, it was difficult
for him to attract business. Throughout his years as a pioneering attorney
and community advocate, Mr. Minnis mentored and provided opportunities for clerkships to lawyers such as
Frank Peterman, Sr. and James B.
Sanderlin, Pinellas County’s first
African-American judge. They persevered for equal job opportunity and
equal access to the judicial system for
African Americans.
According to an article in the February 3, 1959 edition of the St. Petersburg Times Local and National Negro
News, “Licensed Negro real estate
salesmen and brokers have declared
war on ‘unauthorized persons engaged
in the sale and rental of property’ in
the Negro community”. The licensed
salesmen and brokers included Cleveland Johnson, Sr., Louis D. Brown, Attorney Isaiah Williams, Isaac McNeal,
and Mrs. Lillian Ramsey. The group
met in the offices of Attorney Minnis,
president of a law and real estate firm
to set wheels in motion to clamp down
on real estate bootleggers.
Mr. Minnis headed the law firm
that represented the Citizens Cooperative Committee, the NAACP and the
NAACP Youth Council in their many
legal actions in the 1950s and
1960s. Minnis, a member of the
NAACP executive committee, was one

of the speakers at a meeting of the
NAACP held in January 1961. The
meeting, outlining the plans of the organization including a “concentrated
effort to register all of the eligible Negroes in the community” and a selective buying campaign, was attended by
an estimated 200 people
A graduate of Howard University in
Washington, D.C., he passionately
supported his alma mater. Howard
University awarded him an honorary
doctor of Law degree for his enduring
support of the school and his work to
improve life for African Americans in
St. Petersburg.
Mr. Minnis died at the age of 81 on
April 16, 1991. The Fred G. Minnis Sr.
Bar Association is named after Minnis,
the first African American full-time
lawyer in Pinellas County, Florida.

CONNECT
W ITH US

POC accepting
applications for
the Youth
Development
Program
PINELLAS COUNTY — Pinellas Opportunity Council (POC), Inc. proudly presents it
countywide 2018 Youth Development Program
(YDP). This program provides youth an opportunity to participate in summer pre-employment training, skills development and job
shadowing.
Students presently enrolled in grades 9-12,
between the ages of 14-17 and have at least a
2.5 GPA or higher, will gain employability
skills, valuable work experience and career exploration. Income eligibility requirements
apply.
The program emphasizes quality jobs as
well as students. Students will also participate
in a field trip to explore business and training
opportunities.
The YDP will begin June 6 and ends July 27
with a culmination ceremony on July 27. Applications are currently available at www.pocinc.org or can be obtained from POC service
office staff at the Enoch Davis Center, 1111
18th Ave. S, St. Petersburg; the Dwight Jones
Center, 1035 Burlington Ave. N, St. Petersburg,
the Tarpon Springs Center, 301 S. Disston Ave.,
Tarpon Springs and the POC administration office, 501 1st Ave. N, Suite 517, St. Petersburg.
Applications are also available at the Clearwater MLK Jr. Neighborhood Center Coalition
1201 Douglas Ave., Clearwater and Dr. MLK,
Jr. NFC 900 North MLK, Jr. Ave., Clearwater.
All applications must be completed and submitted by April 27, 2018. Upon the successful
completion of the program, students will receive a monetary incentive.
POC will collaborate with the business community to provide part-time employment opportunities for the youth with no cost to the
employers. We are seeking business and community partners to provide employment opportunities for students participating in the
program.
Please contact Frances M. Cato at (727)
823-4101 ext. 115 or fcato@poc-inc.org if you
are interested in providing a job placement for
a student or have any other questions in reference to the YDP.

The arrest of Akile Anai
Dear Editor,
We all know her name.
She is the courageous
woman who, at the mere
age of 20, initiated an
against-the-grain electoral
campaign for District Six
City Councilwoman with
the bold slogan: “Radical
Times, Radical Solutions!”
She was labeled as the
“Uhuru Candidate” based
on her membership with
the African People’s Socialist Party, as well as the endorsement from world
leader Chairman Omali
Yeshitela.
It was an intense campaign that confronted the
status quo and its puppets,
such as Rick Baker and current Mayor Rick Kriseman,
with a dynamic platform
that wasn’t afraid to talk
about the black community,
and specifically the oppression of the black community.
Perhaps another taboo
for local elections was this
campaign’s bold called for
reparations to the black
community as well as genuine economic development,
an
end
to
gentrification, Black Community Control of the Police,
and other progressive platform points that defeated the
big money agendas of Baker
and Kriseman alike, winning
hundreds of people throughout the city of St. Pete to the
call for “Unity Through
Reparations”.
Despite not winning the
bourgeois elections, she
along with her running
mate, Jesse Nevel, formed
the grassroots organization
Communities United for
Reparations and Economic
Development or CURED, to
continue furthering their
platform.
This woman is Akile
Anai, formerly known as
Eritha “Akile” Cainion, and
because of this bold stance,
she was brutalized and ar-

rested outside her home on
Dec. 20, 2017.
For defending a black
woman who was being harassed by a corner store
petty merchant, Akile as
well as two of her other
comrades were arrested
and booked with petty
charges such as disorderly
conduct and resisting arrest
without violence.
Akile was walking towards her house, on the
phone with her father, when
an officer demanded her arrest. Three cops chased her
down, pushed and grabbed
her hair, and slammed her
face on the hood of the car.
Once she was stuffed in
the backseat, one of the officers looked her in the eyes
and said, “you ran for city
council, didn’t you?”
She is now being tried
on those charges and
threatened with two years in
the county jail.
This is absolutely absurd and cannot happen.
The police, under the administration of the clearly intimidated Mayor Rick
Kriseman, does not get to
attack the black community
and assault one of its leaders.
When no one else was
willing, Akile, under the
leadership of the Uhuru
Movement electoral campaigns, raised the demand
for Black Community Control of the Police to prevent
situations like these, where
the police come into our

communities, harass and
brutalize our people with
impunity, and contain our
community, as they did for
the Martin Luther King Jr.
parade and festivities this
past January.
This is why we must defend Akile and demand that
Rick Kriseman take his
hands off the black community! This isn’t just a personal attack.
This is an obvious political assault and Akile is being
made an example out of for
others in our community
who take the courageous
stance to push back the status quo, in the interests of
our people and the entire
city overall!
First this city government steals an election with
big money, they steal our
community through gentrification, they rob our community of any forms of
economic development, and
now they are attempting to
steal one of the black community’s most courageous
and admired leaders.
Akile’s court date is set
for March 5th, at 1:30 PM
and we’re calling on all
those who are outraged by
this, who stand in support
and solidarity with the black
community to pack the
courthouse!
Pinellas County Justice
Center, 14520 49th St N,
Clearwater, FL 33762
#DropTheCharges
#HandsOffAkile #HandsOffTheBlackCommunity
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Abundant Life celebrates Black History Month
BY RAVEN JOY SHONEL
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
Do you know where your
tween or teenager was last
Saturday night? Well, they
should have been at the
Abundant Life Ministries
Black History program,
where the Pastor Roger
Stroman tends his flock.
Church
announcer
Christine Thomas and
youth leader Yvonne
Thomas worked tirelessly
to bring this year’s program to life. In its third
year, the Thomas and

Thomas duo worked together in tandem to make
it all about learning black
history.
“We came up with
ideas together and worked
as a team,” said Yvonne.
“We know it’s in the
church but we also want to
teach the children about
the history as well.”
Not just wanting a program with children from
Abundant Life participating, Thomas and Thomas
sent out invites for kids all
over the community to join
them and calls and Facebook messages started

pouring in.
“It’s not all about our
church,” said Yvonne,
adding that their goal was
to get the community involved in learning about
their history. “Each different church and each different community, they have
history. We just want to all
come together to teach
them about the history.”
The Thomas and
Thomas team conducted a
meet and greet where they
gathered ideas. Instead of
assigning history projects,
the children chose what
historical figure they

wanted to spotlight.
The evening saw historical figures come to life
through the children,
praise
dancing
and
singing; however, the highlight of the program was a
short skit performed by
four young ladies with the
help of church mothers. It
was the recreation of the
funeral of four black girls
slain by white supremacists on Sunday, Sept. 15,
1963, at the 16th Street
Baptist Church in Birmingham, Ala.
When four members of
the Ku Klux Klan planted

at least 15 sticks of dynamite attached to a timing
device beneath the steps
located on the east side of
the church, Addie Mae
Collins, 14, Cynthia Wesley,14, Carole Robertson,
14, and Carol Denise McNair, 11, lost their lives.
Although artistic liberties were taken since one
of the young ladies was
buried separately, the skit
was meant to show how
history repeats itself.
“We have so many
shootings and killings in
the church, so why not
share this history with my

own church,” said Christine.
She previously saw a
performance of the funeral
at Gibbs High School and
wanted to bring the message to her church. Having
three girls herself, she
does not want this tragic
history to be forgotten.
The Thomas and
Thomas twosome planned
to organize a black history
program every year to
help the community learn
about their history and to
never forget the past.
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Celebrating Black History Month at Jet Jackson Recreation Center
BY RAVEN JOY SHONEL
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
The black history program held at the Thomas
Jet Jackson Recreation
Center saw record-breaking numbers last Saturday
afternoon.
“It’s a good feeling and
when we see the children
enjoying it, that’s the most
important thing,” said center supervisor Barbara
Walton.
Whether it’s at one of
the city’s recreation centers or other programs for
children around town,
Walton has spent the better part of her life helping
children find their creativity. Teaching history with
a little music and dance
mixed in helps the young
ones learn about their culture.
“It helps the children
that are withdrawn to
bring them out of their
shells,” said Walton.
“When we introduce
music to children, they
seem to wake up.”
Walton’s sister, Casan-

dra Jones, revealed that
ever since Walton was 14
years old, she’s been gathering neighborhood children together to put on
talent shows.
“This has been her passion for a long time,” said
Jones, who has starred in
Walton’s productions since
she was six years old. “She
loves kids and that’s what
has brought her here.”
Although Jones is not
employed with the city,
she makes sure she volunteers her time each year to
help her sister serve the
community.
“They get tired of seeing me,” Jones said jokingly. “I follow her from
center to center. I don’t
work here, but I’m family.”
For the past two years,
the city’s Teen Arts,
Sports, and Cultural Opportunities
program
(TASCO) has sponsored
the event, which gives it a
more festival-like feel.
However, Walton is ready
to go back to the small, intimate program with just
the center’s children and

their parents.
Such as years past, the
children made speeches
and recited quotes from
historical figures, but with
TASCO involved, they
were on a huge stage in
front of hundreds of cheering fans.
This year, Booker T.
Washington (Theodis Wilson), Thurgood Marshall
(Marcus Danford), Jackie
Robinson (Ramon Green)
and Bessie Coleman
(Rayven Perry) made appearances, along with
Barack Obama (Damarion
Feaster), Michael Jordan
(Arjun Srinivasa) and
Oprah Winfrey (Yu’Nique
Brown) just to name a few.
The children performed dance and step
routines and a modeling
component was added.
The center’s staff and junior workers joined forces
to pull the show together
in a month’s time. Parents
helped with the researching and memorizing of
speeches, and no doubt
learned a little themselves.
“The parents rejoice

when they see we aren’t
just out here but we are actually teaching these children.”
At one point, Walton
said she was going to discontinue the program because it was hard to get
the staff all on one page,
but the parents protested.
“The positive outweighed the negative,”

said Walton, noting that it
warms her heart when
parents come up and tell
the staff how great the program was.
Walton said working
with children is her calling. She was once a shy little girl and music and
dance helped her to blossom and she aims to bring
every withdrawn kid she

meets out of their shell.
“This is my calling; it’s
a passion. I know it’s my
calling.”
The recreation center’s
children hail from John
Hopkins and Thurgood
Marshall Middle Schools
along with Perkins, Melrose, Midtown, Southside
Academy and Lakeview’s
elementary schools.

Not too much older than the children performing, junior staff members
Yonna, Lataria and Kenya (not shown here) all helped with the dance,
modeling and step performance pieces. Naraspur also helped with the
performances and the speeches as well.

Barbara Walton, left, with Alison Srinivasav
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Kappa Alpha Psi Candy Crush A Success
BY ALLEN A.
BUCHANAN
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
The brothers of Kappa
Alpha Psi Alumni Chapter
hosted their annual Valentine’s Day dance and
fundraiser Feb. 17 at the
University of South. Proceeds from the evening
will benefit their youth
group development program.
“The projects are multifaceted, and the first
thing we want to do is provide youth with opportunities within our community
to participate in things
they’ve never had a
chance to do,” said Polemarch Michael Clarke.

Clarke mentioned that
the fraternity wanted a
Valentine’s Day event to be
their focal point because it
has a lot to do with the
heart.
“We wanted them to
know that when we’re
doing things that we’re
using our heart to give
back to our youth.”

Civil Rights Movement in St. Pete
JACKSON , from front page

desk. We were never assigned to any jobs inside the
police department. We were
always assigned to work in
the so-called ‘colored neighborhood.’”
Black officers could
only investigate complaints
coming from black people
and their arrest authority
was limited to only African
Americans.
“We could not patrol the
white neighborhoods. We
could not investigate complaints from white citizens.
We could not even arrest
whites during that time. On
the other hand, the white
police officers had unlimited authority. They can investigate complaints from
everybody. They can patrol
the entire city. They had arrest authority over everybody.”
A promotion was nonexistent for African-America
police officers. They could
not take the sergeant’s
exam for promotion. There
was one black sergeant and
his authority was limited to
the black police officers
only. He could not supervise
the white police officers.
“We were assigned to
walk the beat on the roughest street in the city, 22nd
Street South. And oldtimers like me know how
rough 22nd Street South
was back in the day,” said
Jackson.
Jackson revealed that
not all the abuse came from
the white population. When
patrolling their beat, black

people would tell them that
they were “half police officers” or mock them for not
being able to arrest a white
person.
“Know what I said to
him? Nothin’, cause I know
he was telling the
truth...somebody had to
have that job to make a
change. And we made a
change.”
In 1965, there were 15
African-American police offers on the SPPD, one sergeant, two detectives and 12
in uniform. The 12 uniformed officers started
meeting at different home
on Sunday evenings to discuss the racial problems. At
one such meeting, Crawford suggested they sue the
city.
“What Freddie said was
X-rated. I can’t say what he
said,” laughed Jackson.
They took a vote and it
was unanimous. Baker had
heard that James B. Sanderlin was a good civil rights
lawyer and he and Crawford met with him at the
Doctor’s Pharmacy. Sanderlin attended one of their
Sunday meetings and told
them that if they thought
working for the police department was hard now,
wait until a lawsuit is filed.
He asked them to consider
their families before moving
ahead.
Sanderlin attended another meeting and was informed that they all wanted
to move forward. Since not
all 12 officers name could

be on the lawsuit, Sanderlin
asked which one was willing to place their name on it.
‘“Put my name on the
lawsuit,’” Jackson said
Baker volunteered. “Adam
Baker was a no-nonsense
police officer and I am not
saying exactly what Adam
said because what Adam
Baker said, I’m cleaning it
up with soap, water and
bleach.”
Before filing the suit, the
officers met with the police
chief to express their concerns only to be met with
excuses.
“The chief told us this,
‘The reason that you guys
are working the colored
area is that the police department feels that you can
handle colored people better.’”
The chief of police met
with them twice and refused any other meetings.
“And that’s what really motivated us to file that lawsuit.”
On May 11, 1965, attorney Sanderlin filed a lawsuit
in federal court in Tampa.
On March 31 and April 1,
1966, the 12 men we went to
court. The judge ruled
against them.
Paying for the lawsuit
out of their pockets, they
thought it was over because
they had no more money.
Sanderlin contacted the
NAACP and they agreed to
file an appeal at no cost. On
August 1, 1968, the appeals
court ruled in their favor,
changing the trajectory of

L-R, Rev. Lee Hall-Perkins, sister Catherine Jackson, Leon Jackson,
classmate Ann Burney, Raymond Sanderlin and Luke Williams
history.
“What
we
went
through, I would not wish
that against anybody,” Jackson said, adding that some
of the white police officers
would follow them home
looking to “dig up dirt.”
“And I tell you, we paved
the way for African-Americans in law enforcement,
not only in St. Petersburg
but in the entire nation.”
You hear about large
battles in the Civil Rights
Movement such as Montgomery Bus Boycott
(1955–56) in Alabama; sitins such as the influential
Greensboro sit-ins (1960)
in North Carolina and the
successful Nashville sitins in Tennessee and
marches such as the Birmingham Children’s Crusade and Selma to
Montgomery
marches

(1965) in Alabama, but this
landmark lawsuit is often
unheard of.
This lawsuit took place
in the middle of the civil
rights era. It was filed the
same year as the Selma to
Montgomery marches took
place and the appeals court
ruled in their favor just
months after Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. was assassinated.
“This lawsuit is just
equivalent to the Brown vs.
Board of Education,” exclaimed Jackson. “We paved
the way for African Americans in law enforcement in
the entire nation and this
has to be known.”
Jackson said that the
Courageous 12 are “the
Jackie Robinson of police integration. We are the new
frontier in law enforcement,
and it happened right here

in St. Petersburg,” he said
proudly.
Baker was assigned to
the service division and
went on to create the microfilm system at the department. DeLoach was the first
African-American police officer to work at the desk.
Holland was the first black
police officer downtown.
Keys was assigned the
Youth Crime Bureau in the
detective division investigating youth crimes and Jackson was the first black
officer police assigned to an
all-white neighborhood.
An interview with Jackson conducted by recently
retired SPPD Assistant Police Chief Luke Williams is
recorded in the Library of
Congress. Jackson is also in
the process of writing a
book about the Courageous
12.
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UNCF Black History Month Luncheon
TAMPA – More than
270 guests attended the
United Negro College
Fund Black History Month
luncheon Tuesday, Feb. 20
featuring civil rights activist and former U.N. Ambassador Andrew Young as
the keynote speaker.
Young talked about the
importance of the UNCF
family for minority students. He also discussed
how school helped him
build character and diplomacy skills.
“Some people ask me
where I learned diplomacy.
I tell them I learned it in
third grade. I wasn’t the
best student, but I had to
learn how to keep my
lunch money from being

taken. You learn from
every experience.”
UNCF Tampa leaders
also presented NFL Hall of
Famer and former Tampa
Bay Buccaneer Derrick
Brooks with a Champion
of Education Award.
Brooks spoke about his
dedication to education
and being a “community
servant.” He encouraged
attendees to ask themselves if their attitude was
contagious, would it be
worth catching.
Brooks was also recognized by AT&T as one of
seven local leaders who
has made an impact in
Tampa Bay. During Black
History Month, AT&T is
sharing “History by Us,”

stories
highlighting
African-American figures
who may be lesser known
but are still monumentally
impactful.
AT&T has produced an
African-American heritage
calendar
highlighting
black leaders in Florida,
with seven coming from
the Tampa Bay area. Besides Brooks, AT&T recognized Arthenia Joyner, a
Tampa attorney who
served in the Florida Legislature
for
16
years; Joseph and Norma
Robinson, founders of The
Sulphur Springs Museum
and Heritage Center Museum;
Dr.
Paulette
Walker, former director of
undergraduate programs

and internships at the University of South Florida’s
College of Education
and the 25th national president of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Inc.; Rev. Watson
Haynes, president and
CEO of the Pinellas
County Urban League and
Terri Lipsey-Scott, executive director of the Dr.
Carter
G.
Woodson
African-American
Museum.

L-R Edwin Narain, AT&T regional director, Joseph
and Norma Robinson, Rev. Watson Haynes,
Arthenia Joyner, Terri Lipsey-Scott, Dr. Paulette
Walker and Andrew Hall, AT&T regional director.

Derrick Brooks accepts
Champion of Education
Award from AT&T’s
Andrew Hall, chair of
the UNCF luncheon and
Gwen Hewitt, UNCF
development director.

Husband and wife martial arts masters inspire young and old
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG — At
Thomas “Jet” Jackson Recreation Center something special was happening on
Sunday afternoon, evidenced
by the buzzing energy of
nearly 60 youngsters in white
martial arts uniforms with
parents and grandparents in
tow, some who’d arrived
nearly a half-hour early for
the class.
Members of the “Midtown Miracles” martial arts
program, sponsored by
Chief Anthony Holloway and
the St. Petersburg Police Department, the mini martial
artists arranged their uniforms and practiced their
basic moves while waiting for
Grand Master ‘Soke’ Bryant
K. Harrell and his wife Master ‘Sensei’ Leotte-Keiva Harrell.
Together, the husband
and wife team are the highly
trained and skilled martial
artists – and pastors – who
also run the “Fists of Faith”
ministry.
“We have to give big
props and respect to Chief
Anthony Holloway for helping put this program together,” acknowledged Soke
Bryant. “He chose Leotte
and me to take and run it,
and we’re running it, and
we’re going to run it ‘til the
wheels fall off. I’m looking for
a thousand kids or more. We
want to set this city on fire
through martial arts,” Harrell declared, his enthusiasm
infectious.
“Chief Holloway wanted
this to be a program to get
those at-risk children, before
the gangs got them, before
the street got them,” Sensei
Leotte added. “So, originally,
it was aimed at kids between
the ages of 4 and 11. At first,
we got a handful, then everyone wanted to come. And
we’re not going to turn anybody away, so it’s blossomed.”
As the Harrells entered
the class, they were surrounded by some of their
young students, who clearly

exhibited a combination of
respect, love and trust for
their trainers. Likewise, the
compassion and determination to inspire their students
were evident in both instructors; their energy was always
uplifting and empowering as
they commanded, demanded, and sometimes
even cajoled their charges
into displaying the focus and
grit needed to complete the
seemingly endless array of
drills in the no-downtime,
one-hour-plus class.
Bryant, who is a 10th-degree black belt, is one of only
250 practitioners featured in
the 2017 American Martial
Arts Alliance (AMAA)
WHO’S WHO in the Martial
Arts Legends Edition.
“I’ve been studying martial arts for almost 45 years
since I was five years old,”
the humble grandmaster
with a teddy-bear warmth
shared. “This is what kept
me off the streets and out of
trouble in Patterson, New
Jersey, where I was born and
raised. I give all credit and respect to my uncle, Joseph
Harrell, a former Vietnam
Vet; even before he went
Vietnam, he started teaching
me martial arts, jujitsu and
aikido.”
Harrell, a former member of the U.S. Naval Special
Forces, said that his own
childhood challenges enabled him to connect with
some of his students.
“My mom was raped, so
I am a product of a rape. I
know what it feels like, in a
sense, when children are
neglected; I was neglected. I
didn’t have a dad in my life
other than my uncle and a
few men in the community
who looked out for me and
kept me off the streets and
out of trouble. So that’s what
I want to do, no matter where
I go, whatever community it
is…I want to give back, and
help people, and help save
lives.”
Leotte, a fifth-degree
blackbelt, started training in
her early 20s and has been at
it for 17 years. A school
teacher as well as an actress

and singer, she was equally
passionate about their purpose.
“The discipline, the training the focus, the digging
deep, not giving up, it just
doesn’t apply to martial arts,
it’s in everything: their
schoolwork, at home, the
discipline and focus with
their parents, with their families. I tell them, you
shouldn’t have to be wearing
your belt for someone to
know you’re a martial artist.
All of our top students are either straight A or honor roll.
So, it really shows in everything they do, it’s across the
board.”
She also shared how
martial arts offers parents
and children new ways of
looking at their strengths.
“Many parents don’t believe their children can do
these things; they have never
seen their children show this
level of respect. So, a huge
thing we teach the parents is,
‘Look, if they can show us
this kind of respect here,
they can do it anywhere. If
they don’t, it’s simply by
choice, not due to an inability.
Because if you can see it
here, and we’re not even
their family, and they can listen this way for us — then
they can do the same for
you.’”
Parents at the program
seemed to agree that the impact on their children was
profound.
One mother, Carmen,
beamed as she showed pictures of her children with
their trophies. “Both of their
attitudes and personalities
have changed because they
love what they do; they’re up
at 5:30 practicing their
moves. David was a little
hyper and all over the place,
but now he’s very focused
and more respectful. Kaylin
was very shy, always behind
me, would never speak to
anyone…but now she’s very
outspoken, not afraid of anyone. It’s been a very positive
change in our lives.”
Another parent, Randy,
nodded. “Gavyyn used to
have rough behavior at

school… now he has nearly
perfect days every day. The
obvious clichés are true; it’s
helped with discipline, gives
them something to do, and
has given them a respect for
authority they didn’t see before.”
Right now, the class is a
steal at only $5 a month.
“That’s a miracle in itself,”
laughed Bryant. “That will
probably change, but for
now, think about it: there’s
no program on the planet
that’s $5 a month. And we’re
here every Tuesday at 6:00,
and every Sunday at 2:30.
Then we have the awesome
adult program, the Midtown
Mamasans and Papasans, at
6:30 on Mondays and
Wednesdays.”
Harrell attested to how
the training for parents and
their children offered a place
of connection where kids
and parents can share what
they’ve learned in classes.
He also encourages families
to work out and train together.
“The coolest thing about
the Midtown Miracles and
Mamasans and Papasans is
that when we have parents
that train together with their
children they have something in common to talk
about. Every time you turn
the TV on, you see something about martial arts. And
now the mom or dad are sitting there watching, eating
cereal, and the kids are saying, ‘Hey we know that! We
do that technique, hey Mom,
did you learn that move
yet?’”
“And now they’re engaged in conversation,” he
continued, “the cell phones
are down, and next it’s, ‘Hey
let’s get the pads!’ Now mom
and dad are taking turns
practicing kicking and grabbing and holding and touching and embracing.”
Harrell said their ministry uses martial arts to
share the love of Jesus
Christ. “I am a consecrated
Bishop and she’s an ordained prophetess and people see that in our walk, not
what we say,” Bryant testi-

fied. “They see that through
the martial arts. And it’s
love.”
Leotte nodded. “It’s a
family affair. Everybody that
comes in, whether they’ve
been with us for years, or it’s
their first day they’re signing
up, we want them to know,
‘You’re family, you’re part of
the family now.’ And we treat
each other like family, and
we respect each other like
family, and it’s beautiful to
see the rapport among the
parents…because this is the
village they talked about.
This is the village.”
Bryant thanked the
Thomas Jackson Center for
giving a home to the program, stating that even staff
at the center said they’d
never witnessed a martial
arts program like theirs at
the center.
Leotte concurred that
their uplifting spirit is contagious, and continued that
their students and parents,
“…see our friendship. And
that’s something that’s so
rare, especially in marriages.
So, when we go out together
as a couple, and when we’re
ministering, whether it’s in
martial arts or not, they see
so much, just in us being together, and our rapport with
each other, and our respect
for each other, it’s such a
blessing.”
For Leotte there is also another driving force behind her
mission – and it’s personal.
“I was a victim of abuse,
sexual abuse – as a young
child, and also as a teenager,
I was raped. And I remember

it was such a helpless feeling.
But having gone through it
several times, I know now
that there are things I can do
to help empower myself.
And I train with a passion because I’ve been there, and I
know there are so many kids
and so many people that are
being abused, and I want
them to know that there are
ways that you can protect
yourself, there are ways that
you can heal.”
Leotte insisted it’s not
just the physical self-defense
that those who come to their
classes will learn, but also a
sense of spiritual and mental
empowerment, a confidence,
and an ability to find the voice
that abusive behavior by another so often suppresses;
she encouraged anyone who
has been abused to come
down and try martial arts.
“It’s so wonderful to see the
healing that takes place in
some of our students that we
know have been abused and
are going through it. This
can help.”
Bryant stated that the
key is in, “…not wilding out
or wallowing in your
victim[hood]— but being
victorious, and using these
tools to become that victorious person, become that
warrior, reach in and touch
that warrior spirit; don’t walk
around being victimized, but
become a victor. And that’s
one of the things that we encourage.“
For more information,
call Grand Master Bryant K.
Harrell at (727) 648-8516,
Master Leotte-Keiva Harrell
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A loving father is grand
BY DEXTER MCCREE
Feature Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
The grassy area at Bay
Vista Park positioned just
slightly over from the
monkey bars, swings, sliding board and other playground equipment, serve
as the perfect make-shift
football field. There on the
field, six-year-old Christian Smith is flanked wide
to the left of his grandfather, Cornelius Smith,
who is the playground
quarterback.
This day—with the
sun shining bright and a
slight breeze—is a grand
time to give instructions
on the basics football.
Christian is focused intensely on running the
perfect receiver route and
the snap count as he secures his left plant foot to
the turf-post right, Z slant
on one is the called.
Christian stance becomes stiffen and with a
rocket launch intention,
he explodes off the line of
scrimmage. Seconds later,
the ball sailed high
through the air in a tight
spiral. With his outstretched arms, he softens
his hands for the ball to
land perfectly in the web
pocket. It’s done like a
professional and his
grandfather greets him
with a hug and applause.
“This is my lifeblood
and I love spending time
with them. These are my
grands and I have them
every weekend,” said
Smith, referring to Christian and his sisters, Ajada
and Tanyah.
Grandpa Smith loves
being a positive role
model for his grandchildren. He wants them to
know what love looks and
feels like.
“There is no better
way than to spend time
with them and enjoy them
growing up.”
Smith is a medical
tech in the healthcare
field. He works fulltime in
Lakewood Ranch and part
time at Grand Villa to provide extra for his daughter
Kemuria, 4, and his grandchildren ages 6, 9 and 10.

With three girls
around, Smith has to balance his time with Christian, the only boy. Rumor
has it that Christian eat
and sleep with his football
and guards it as if it were
gold. Any suspected mistreatment of his pigskin is
sure to find his wrath.
“I like to play football
because it’s fun. I play
with the Bandits (Northeast) with my friends and
sometimes with my
granddaddy,” said Christian. “He throws me
passes and teaches me
how to run patterns like
my coach. It’s a lot of fun!”
The coach Christian is
referencing is Seabron
Reese, a flag team coach
at Northeast Bandits and
a physical education
teacher. Reese is one of
the most sought-after
youth leaders and coaches
who seem to perform
magic with developing
youth to be fundamentally
sound and solid leaders.
Smith received his
family values from his
mother, the late Rosa
Jackson. She spent 23

years preparing Thanksgiving meals and serving
them to families at Campbell Park. She taught her
children to give back
while taking care of their
own, a lesson grandpa
Cornelius has learned
well.
“When I get off work
in Lakewood Ranch I head
home. By the time I get
there, the children are at
home. I pick them up
from my daughter every
weekend. We come to the
park, maybe stop by McDonald’s for a snack, and
let them play. I’ll cook dinner, watch a movie or
something and turn in for
the night.”
Mother Jackson insisted on not letting the
streets raise her children.
She told her son to do his
best to try to pour into
them. Smith received the
message well. For most
weekends, the swing set
and grassy area at Bay
Vista Park provide a suitable play area for a loving
father to be grand!

The Black History Pageant returns
ST. PETERSBURG —
In 31 years as a reporter,
columnist and editorial
writer at the St. Petersburg
Times,
Peggy
Mitchell
Peterman
helped change the face of
the newspaper and the
community.
Mrs.
Peterman
passed away in 2004;
however, her legacy lives
on through the thousands of lives she
touched in her annual
production of the Black
History Pageant, which
she founded in 1970.
The 2018 production
was held Sunday, Feb. 25
at The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church.
The play was directed by
Corey Givens Jr., who
participated in the pageant himself as a child
under the direction of
Mrs. Peterman.

This year’s theme was
“Local Civil Rights Trailblazers.” The production
was sponsored by The
Rock of Jesus Missionary
Baptist Church Youth
Ministry.
“Peggy
Peterman
served as our first assistant pastor here at The
Rock. We wanted to recognize her legacy and
commemorate the works
or her and the many
other unsung voices of
the Civil Rights Movement here in St. Petersburg,” said Givens, the
youth ministry director
at The Rock.
Seventeen youth participated in this year’s
Black History Pageant;
ages ranged from 3 to
16.
Rev. Frank Peterman
Jr., pastor of The Rock of
Jesus and eldest son of

the late Rev. Peggy Peterman, praised the youth
for their rendition of
African songs and spoken word.
“These children have
done an amazing job
retelling the stories of my
mother, Rev. Enoch
Davis, C. Bette Wimbish,
Charley Williams, Fannye Ponder and Elder
Jordan. We teach our
kids their stories so that
they will never have to repeat or relive their struggles.”
The Rock of Jesus
Youth Ministry will be
taking their skit on the
road in the next coming
weeks. If your church or
auxiliary would like to
feature the short black
history sketch during
your service or event,
please call (727) 3270015.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
5th annual Whitney M. Young Junior Empowerment Luncheon
CHIEF, from front page

“When I left the police
department, I only answered to Chief Holloway.
I had a key to every room
in the building. I ordered
ever car that we had so
black officers didn’t get
hand-me-down cars like
you all did,” said Williams,
speaking to one of the last
two Courageous 12 officers alive, Leon Jackson.
During his time at the
SPPD, he was known for
treating everyone, even
those he arrested, with respect. He was visible and
accessible and spent
countless holidays with his
police family.
“We don’t really fully
understand what kind of
commitment that you
make when you become a
police officer,” said Mayor
Kriseman.
Overseeing a 45 million dollar budget and
overseeing 75 percent of
the department, he was
still able to memorize
everyone’s name.
“When you look at
Chief Williams, you have

to think about three
things: his character, his
integrity and faith,” Police
Chief Anthony Holloway.
“He kept all three of those
in place for 32 years.”
Chief Holloway mentioned how each Christmas and Thanksgiving
Williams would leave his
family to conduct roll call
and to speak to the officer,
letting them know he appreciated them for working the holiday. He also
wrote each of them personal thank you notes.
Outside of the police
station, Williams has
worked tirelessly to help
guide the youth of St. Pete.
In 2011, he and Irby
helped to start the Write
Field Program at the Poynter Institute. This program
mentored young AfricanAfrican men exposing
them to writing skills, public speaking and critical
thinking.
Now, Williams and Irby
have created the Men in
the Making program,
which is a progressive ini-

tiative focusing on role
modeling and life skills to
increase minority male
success ages 8-18, from
the cradle to college.
This
interventionbased program creates opportunities for hundreds
of children living in an environment where 80 percent come from single
parent homes.
“One of things that impress me about Chief
Williams is his concern
and attention for the kids
of this community,” said
Mayor Kriseman.
Williams, 54, is not riding off into the sunset just
yet. He will continue to sit
on a number of boards and
today, March 1, he starts a
new career as the chief of
Pinellas County Schools
Police.
“I know we are looking
at a really, really dynamic
time in our history right
now, but I can guarantee
that you we are going to
make sure our kids are
safe, that our facilities are
safe and our students are

safe along with the administrators,” said Williams.
Williams thanked his
family for being with him
every step of the way. He
said when he joined the
police department his family didn’t understand the
gravity of living their lives
in a fish bowl.
“I chose to get that fish
bowl, but they had to get
in with me,” he said. “I just
want to thank you all for
being great family members. Thank you for being
great family members and
staying out of the papers
for bad reasons.”
Mayor Kriseman presented Williams with a key
to the city, Commissioners
Welch, Pat Gerard and
Charlie Justice gave him a
Key to the County and
President & CEO Watson
Haynes presented him
with the Whitney M.
Young, Jr. Empowerment
Community Award.
Haynes said anytime
challenges arose in the
community,
Williams
would get on the phone

and brief community leaders on sensitive situations.
“That’s why this community has been so safe
with challenges because
he was proactive enough
to get to the leadership in
the community,” said
Haynes. “You wouldn’t believe the number of calls
we’ve had to handle.”
Pattye L. Sawyer was
also honored for her work
with the PCUL. For the
past four years, she served
in numerous positions
with the organization and
now will serve on Habitat
for Humanity Pinellas’ six-

person executive team.
“I’m called to serve,”
said Sawyer. “I knew that it
was time for me to do
something where I knew
every day I was making a
difference... Now I have
the opportunity to help
shepherd people from just
a dream or a glimmer in
their eye of homeownership to actually walking
them through that process
where they become homeowners.”
For more information
on PCUL, please log on to
ul-pinellas.iamempowered.com.

At Suncoast Hospice, your loved one is our priority. For more than 40 years, we have
SURYLGHGFRPSDVVLRQDWHOLIHFKDQJLQJFDUHWRSDWLHQWVDQGWKHLUIDPLOLHV2XUQRQSURÀW
community-based hospice is the only Pinellas County hospice:
•

With freestanding specialized care centers providing continuous medical care if
your loved one has uncontrolled pain and symptoms – improving their quality of
life and your peace of mind.

•

Where expert staff are supported by nearly 2,000 community volunteers, helping us
provide the best possible care for your loved one.

•

With a local foundation that supports services and care not paid for by insurance.
This means your donations and support of our hospice stay in your community.

•

That’s part of the larger Empath Health network including palliative care, home
health, elder care, advance care planning and more – offering complete support
for your loved one.

We’re not just hospice, we’re Suncoast Hospice.

SUNCOAST

a member of

HOSPICE

(727) 467-7423 | SuncoastHospice.org
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

First Baptist Institutional Church

(727) 894-4311
Email: info@mzprogressive.org
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study .......................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service ...............................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study ....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
Sunday Worship Service .................................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Small Group Bible Study ..............................6:30 p.m.
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

(727) 327-8708

Sunday Worship Service ....................10:15 a.m.

Sunday Worship Services 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) ...........6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) .................7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) ..4:00 p.m.

Sunday School .....................................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday)..................7:00 p.m.

Rev. Wallace Elliott
Sr. - Pastor

Bible Study (Wednesday) ....................7:00 p.m.

“God’s House To The City”

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston,
Pastor

Queen Street Church of God in Christ
Elder Willie Williamson, Pastor
First Lady, Patricia Williamson
1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-896-4356

SERVICES
Sunday
Sunday School – 9:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Morning Prayer – 9 to 10 a.m.
Wednesday YPWW Bible Study – 7:30 p.m.

BETHEL COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH
2901 - 54th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
(727) 866-2567

YOUR
CHURCH AD
COULD BE
HERE!
Contact:
www.TheWeekly
Challenger.com

SERVICES
Sunday School: 8:30 a.m.

Sunday Worship Service: 9:30 a.m.
Rev. Dr. Manuel L. Sykes

Mid-Week Worship: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Victory Christian Center Church

Pastor
Claude Williams

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH
1601 49th Street South
Gulfport, FL 33707
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
Pastor Michael T. and
10:30 a.m.
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

INSPIRATIONS

20th Street
Church Of Christ

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.Victorychristiancenterchurch.org
Bro. Robert Smith

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

BY DIERDRE DOWNING-JACKSON

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006

Sunday Bible Class (All Ages)
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Monday Evening Bible Class
Wednesday Morning Bible Class
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

..........8:30 a.m.
..........9:45 a.m.
.........6:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
........10:00 a.m.
............7:00 p.m.

YOUR

CHURCH AD
COULD
BE HERE

Call: 727-896-2922

YOUR CHURCH AD
COULD BE HERE
Contact: 727-896-2922

A positive prayer
for our children
“Heavenly Father, in the name of JESUS
CHRIST, we praise Your name!
Let the words of our mouths and the meditation of our hearts be acceptable in thy
sight, O LORD our strength and our redeemer.
Thank you LORD for the breath of life You
have given us this day, to praise Your Holy
name.
We thank and praise You for using us as
Your instruments of peace, service, inspiration and courage.
Bless the children of GOD who now experience the restoration of protection and joy because of the love given to them
unconditionally and the importance assigned to their lives.
Bless those who support the celebration of
our children.
Keep us humble Dear LORD and may we
never be weary in well doing.
Let us always remember to trust in the
LORD and do good.
Guide us as we enter into GOD’s work and
make things right.
In JESUS name, and by the power of the
HOLY SPIRIT, we will always pray.”
AMEN
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Church School ..................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................... 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

THE ROCK OF JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES/WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
10:30 a.m. Worship Service
9:00 a.m. Breakfast (First Sunday only)
9:30 a.m. Sunday School (First Sunday Only)
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. / Devotion 10:15 a.m.
Praise & Worship 10:20 a.m. / Worship Services 10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer - Monday 12:00 noon
Weekly Bible Study - Tuesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Choir Rehearsals - Thursday 6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVE. S., St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Email: rojmbe@knology.net
Office Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300 www.fmbctheship.net
Email: fmbc3300@verizon.net
Dr. John A. Evans, Pastor

WORSHIP EXPERIENCES
Sunday Worship .......................................................................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
Sunday School......................................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday ..............................Noonday Wednesday in the Word and Bread of Life
7:00 p.m. Prayer and Wednesday in the Word
7:00 p.m. Youth Enrichment
Our Mission: Friendship Missionary Baptist Church is a family of believers in
Christ, reaching out to the world, preaching the gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by demonstrating the Love of Christ.

CHURCH NEWS
St. Mark MBC
St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, its pastor, Rev.
Brian K. Brown, and congregation give thanks to God for
his continual mercy, grace and
abundant blessings. We strive
to give God our utmost praise
for the awesome gift of His
Son, Jesus Christ and offer to
our community an opportunity
to share in our praise as we
pursue our mission of Creating a Haven of Hope, Help,
and Healing.
Pastor Brown returned
with the next installment in
the series of ‘Doing What’s
Not Been Done – Change’
with Sunday’s word asking
the question: What Does
Change Require? Continuing
in the book of Jonah 1:122:10, Pastor Brown gave
these thoughts for consideration: Change Depends on
God…So Link With Him;
Change Dwells in Gifts…So
Look For Them; and Change
Develops With Growth…So

Labor Through It.
The ‘Taste of Soul Food”
presented by the Children &
Youth Ministry’s was a great
success. Many thanks to all
who volunteered their services in preparing the food,
serving and a special thanks to
those who cleaned up!
We’re looking forward to
everything coming in the
month of March beginning
with the J.O.Y Mime Ministry’s ‘A.C.T.S of Praise’ service featuring Expressions of
Praise (STBC) Liturgical
Dance – Ashley Mitchell and
Warriors of Praise on March
11 @ 4pm. St. Mark’s HealthCare Ministry is sponsoring a
Health Fair in collaboration
with Empath Health on March
24 from 9:00 am through 2:00
pm. We pray that the community will take advantage of the
opportunity to receive screenings and information to improve their health along with
give-a-ways of clothing and

Pastor’s Corner
school supplies. Finally, on
March 25 @ 3:30 pm The Male
Chorus is holding its Annual
Men in Harmony Concert featuring individuals and Male
Chorus’ from around the area.
It promises to be another great
time of worship through song
provided by men of the community.
Weekly Events:
Sunday School - Sundays
@9:30 a.m.
Worship Service - Sundays
@10:45 a.m.
Young Adult Ministry
(YAMS) - Sundays @9:30 a.m.
Mime/Praise Dance Rehearsal - Sundays from 2:00 4:00 p.m.
N.I.K.E. Tutoring Program - Mondays and Wednesdays from 5:00 – 6:30 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power
Bible Study - Wednesdays
@9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study - Wednesdays @ 7:00
p.m.

BY REV. DR. DORAL R. PULLEY,
SPIRITUAL LEADER
Unity Temple of Truth Church

Begin with a Silent Flow, Purge - Isaiah 55:1
Moses is credited with writing the first
five books of the Bible including Genesis. It
is believed that God gave him this revelation
of creation and human history while he was
on the mountain for 40 days and 40 nights.
The first words of the Bible are “In the beginning.” Certainly, it’s not in the beginning of
God because God is everlasting. God has no
beginning and no ending. God always has
been and always will be.
“In the beginning” means in the “nothingness.” It’s before things existed. “In the beginning” means in the “silence.” It’s before
sound or noise existed. “In the beginning”
tells us of the formation of the heaven and the
earth and how they got their start.
During this Lenten Season, the Holy
Spirit is asking us to add something to our
diets before we take something away. Let’s
drink 64 oz of water each day or half your
body weight in ounces. For example, I weigh

200 pounds, so I will drink 100 ounces of
water each day.
The water will begin to cleanse our bodies from all the impurities. It will also assist
our bodies and minds with the digestion of
the foods and beverages that we do consume
during this adventure in consciousness. The
water does not have to be consumed all in
one setting. As long as you drink 64 oz of
water or half your body weight in ounces
within the 24-hour period, you have fulfilled
the dietary guideline.
Not only are we adding water to our lives
but also, we are adding or enhancing our
quiet time by entering into the stillness and
the silence. Just as the natural water is made
up two elements (hydrogen and oxygen) the
spiritual water is made up of two elements
(stillness and silence). So every day throughout the day, let’s drink the spiritual water as
well as the natural water.

Friendship MBC
Consider this your Official Boarding Pass. Where,
Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., Pastor/Captain and First Lady
Teresa L. Evans (have a heart
for the people), the Official
Family and Members welcome you aboard the SS
Friendship Missionary Baptist Church (The Ship), we
trust that your time with us,
first
as
an
honored
visitor/guest and if the Lord
says so, become a part of our
Church Family. We set sail
every Wednesday starting
our with our Bread of Life
Ministry at 11:00 am, followed by Wednesday in the
Word (the Learning Arm of
our church) at 12:00 noon and
again at 7:00 pm. We drop
our Anchor until Sundays,
where we set sail again with
our Early Morning Worship
Service at 7:45 am, Church
Sunday School (the Teaching
Arm of our faith) begins at
9:30 pm and finally our Mid
Morning Worship Service at
10:45 am. All are Welcomed
to use this Boarding Pass to
experience the “It;s just nice
to be nice” church. Don't sit
out church, God has Blessed
us to much, we owe Him at
least a Thank You.
“The Ship” won't sail without You! For additional information on any of the
announcements, please contact us by the following methods: Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church, 3300 31st
Street South, St. Petersburg,
Florida 33712 - Church Office: (727) 906-8300 - E-Mail:
fmbc3300@verizon.net
NOW “Live Streaming”: Visit
us – Website: www.fmbctheship.net - Facebook - Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church and WCBDA Website: www.expericencethecoast.com
Transporttion is available
- Call the Church at (727) 9068300 – Monday – Friday from
9:00 AM – 3:00 PM.
SEASON OF LENT

UNTIL MARCH 25, 2018
March Gladness at the Ship
CHURCH SCHEDULED
EVENTS:
Family Life Bible Conference, Theme: “Living in
Love....God's Design for Families”, Colossians 3:18-20,
Ephesians 3:17-20 -- Conference starts on March 5-6,
2018 – Opening Devotion &
Lecturer 6:00-7:15 pm, Biblical Learning Experience-7:158:15 pm.
March 7
(Wednesday Night Live-Adult
Mass Choir, Male Chorus, 1st
Sunday Ushers & Nurses
Guild to Service), – Closing
Keynote Speaker (TBA) –
7:00-8:15 pm, Family Fellowship-8:15-9:00 pm. . The Conference is opened to the
Community.
Friday, March 9, 2018 at
7:00 pm Church Conference,
Pastor Evans is encouraging
ALL Members of the Ship to
be present and on time, many
Church related business matters to be discussed.
Sunday, March 11, 2018 at
Both Worship Services - Seasoned Saints Recognition
Sunday, Sponsored by: The
Deaconess Ministry, please
see Deaconess Liz Perkins,
Ministry Leader to future information, possible registration information will be
located on the Information
Table in the Atrium.
March 17-18, 2018 – Trip
to Atlanta, GA for the Ordination Service of Pastor Elect
Le'Zaire Reese – Final
arrangements and payment
needs, please see Sis. Penny
Williams,
Transportation
Ministry Leader.
Saturday, March 24, 2018
at 9:00 am - Women's Ministry Prayer Breakfast, which
will be held in the Upper
Room, See any member of
this ministry or Sis. Cynthia
Pierce, Ministry Leader for
your ticket(s).
March 25, 2018 – PALM
SUNDAY at 9:30 am - The
Drama Ministry Presentation

of Easter – 3:00 pm Ordination Services for Friendship
Ministers – Road to Calvary –
Details TBA.
MARK YOUR APRIL
CALENDAR: RESURRECTION Sunday Morning
Schedule: April 1, 2018. Our
Service Times are Sunrise
Service 6:45 am, 8:30 am
Church Sunday School and
10:00 am Resurrection Sunday Mid-Morning Worship.
Saturday, April 14, 2018,
Evangelism E-Team Fishing
Outing and Worship, 9:00 am
until 3:00 pm - Must Register,
information will be located on
the Information Table in the
near future. Thank you, Minister Sharon P. Saulsby, Ministry Leader.
Saturday, April 21, 2018
from 2:00 pm until 4:00 pm –
Women's Ministry Presents
our Annual Spring Lunch
(formerly Annual Tea), this
year's theme is “Bountiful
Blessings for the Women of
God”, Scripture: 2 Corinthian
9:11-12.
Attention ALL
Women of the Ship, the Table
selections are underway, at
this point, there are a few tables left, if you would like to
sponsor a table, please see
Sis. Pierce as soon as possible. See any member of this
ministry for your Ticket(s),
the Donation is $10.00 per
ticket., also, please make
plans to attend our Meeting,
Second Tuesday, of each
month at 7:00 pm. Thank
You, Sis. Cynthia Pierce, Ministry Leader.
WEST COAST NEWS:
Sis. Cynthia Pierce, Friendship's Women's Ministry
Leader is reminding ALL the
women at the Ship, that we
are now collecting the White
Only Wash Cloths and Bath
Towels for our Out-Reach
Project, a box has been
placed in the Atrium. Deadline date is March 25, 2018.
Anyone doing a Walmart Gift
Card, see Sis. Pierce directly.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
2018 Heritage Lecture Series
HISTORY, from front page

scholar Dr. Yohuru Williams,
Ph.D. once again.
Before Dr. Williams
kicked off the three-day event
with his electrifying lecture
on Dr. Martin Luther King,

Orlando Pizana

Dr. Yohuru Williams

Nakaye Moore and
Dr. Tonjua Williams

Davis, Dr. Goliath Davis and
a host of other people formed
Concerned Organizations for
Quality Education for Black
Students, which “allowed us
to have a basis to fight the
school board to close the
achievement gap all because
of one lady’s tireless efforts to
make a difference in education,” said Rev. Williams.
***
Tired of the masses being
fixated on Dr. King’s “I have a
dream speech,” Dr. Yohuru
Williams went deeper into his
writings, showing how they
may be more relevant now
than when he wrote them.
“I get tired of people reducing him to the ‘I have a
dream’ speech. You reduce
the power to a paraphrase
and when we do that, we take
one of the most radical figures of the 20th century and
we take away from the
strength of what he was compelling us to do.”
Williams pointed out that
in his 1967 speech at the
Riverside Church, Dr. King
said that we have to undergo
a revolution of values in our
own community. We as a nation, he said, must undergo a
radical revolution of values.
“See radical means uncomfortable. Nobody will tell
you that radical hurts. If it was
comfortable anybody would
do it. And you can’t expect
people who are in a position
of comfort to suggest any
remedy that in and of itself is
radical.”
Concluding with Dr.
King’s final interview published in “Playboy” magazine
in 1969 after his death, he
mentioned how when Dr.
King spoke about the black
revolution, he had expanded
to the whole world, not just in
the United States.
He knew that there was
no conversation about strug-

The family of the late Adele Jemison

Jr., another Dr. Williams was
honored.
Dr. Tonjua Williams, who
made history last year for
being the first black person
and the first woman president
of St. Petersburg College was
honored for overcoming obstacles, becoming a success
in life and reaching back to
help others follow in her footsteps.
“Talking about overcoming obstacles, overcoming
paradigms that were preformed opinions of what
somebody ought to be, what
they can achieve, she had to
overcome all of that,” said
Rev. Williams.
Wiping tears from her
eyes, Dr. Tonju Williams said
that there is nothing better
than being blessed by family.
“Over the years there
have been at least 100 of you
in my life who have scolded
me, told my mama what I was
doing, told my grandmother
what I was up to. You stood in
the gap for me. You stood up
for me.”
The late Adele Jemison
was also honored her role in
the fight to close the achievement gap in Pinellas County
Schools between black children and their white counterparts.
Rev. Williams was a new
pastor at Greater Mt. Zion
when Jemison approached
him for help with the egregious acts being committed in
the school system concerning African-American children.
That same day, Rev.
Williams, Jemison, Vryle

gles in the United States without understanding that there
were peonage, outright slavery, racial economic inequality on the continent of Africa,
in Latin America and the
Caribbean. Dr. King even included people of all races who
were suffering from the same
inequality.
Dr. Williams said we can’t
play this game of talking
about our African-American
revolution, the “black revolution,” he said, is much more
than a struggle for the rights
of Americans. It is forcing
America to face all of her interrelated flaws, poverty, militarism and materialism.
He encourages all to stop
reducing Dr. King’s body of
work to one speech and read
and strive to understand his
words “because he has a
message for us that speaks
across time.”
***
‘Blackout: My 40
Years in the Music Business’
BY FRANK DROUZAS
Staff Writer

Monday night’s Heritage
Lecture Series featured author and radio/TV personality Paul Porter with Dr.
Wilmer Leon, political scientist, nationally syndicated
columnist and the host of SiriusXM Satellite Radio’s “Inside The Issues with Wilmer
Leon.
Held at St. Petersburg
College Allstate Center, the
series sponsored include
Duke Energy, St. Petersburg
College and Pinellas County
Schools.

“Words have so much
power in our lives,” said
Porter, and he should know.
Porter’s career in radio
and television has spanned
four decades and has included stints at a leading radio
station in New York and at
Black Entertainment Television (BET). Co-founder of
Rap Rehab and music industry
nonprofit
IndustryEars.com, Porter is
also the author of “Blackout:
My 40 Years in the Music
Business.”
“I wrote this book ‘Blackout’ because I was starting to
see—it’s been almost 20
years now—that we were losing that ability to talk and
communicate,” Porter said.
“And for me, music was that
vessel when I was younger
that meant so much to me.”
Referencing the book’s
title, blackout is a temporary
loss of consciousness, Porter
explained, and noted that “we
get desensitized by some of
the music and lyrics.”
Music
empowered
Porter at a young age and it
continued to do so as he went
off to college and ultimately
found a career in radio. One
day while working at a radio
station in New York, Porter
said a plea from a youngster
led to an epiphany of sorts. A
teary 12-year-old girl from
Queens approached Porter
and pleaded with him to get a
certain record off the air. The
chorus of this record was,
“Beat that b—— with a bat.”
“She said, ‘My mom got
beat up by my father,’” Porter
related. “‘He beat her with a
bat.’ And insensitive kids had
started making fun of her,” he
said.
That young girl’s plea
made Porter realize it was
time to take a stand. He went
to Hot 97, the station where
he worked and one of the
leading stations in New York,
determined to get the record
pulled. Instead, he found
roadblocks.
“The problem was that
everybody I had talked to in
management had an excuse
for the content,” Porter said.
He was told things have
changed these days. He was
told the program director said
this and the general manager
said that. He was told the station does giveaways and
other positive things for the
community. Porter stood his
ground. He told the higherups that the content was affecting
young
minds.
Nothing happened.
Porter then went directly
to Jeff Smulyan, the president
of Emmis Broadcasting, and
emailed him examples of offensive records the station
kept in rotation. The president immediately took
Porter’s side and had said,
‘“No way these records are
being played,’” Porter remembered.
Two days later, there was
a note in the studio from the
program director saying certain records will no longer be
played—thanks to Paul
Porter.
“So I was the whistleblower,” Porter said.
And as the offensive
records were taken off the air,
so was Porter. Called into the
office of his superior, Porter
was informed that since he
had decided to go over everyone’s head, he’d no longer be
on the air.
“That was the beginning
of my end,” Porter said. “I didn’t work again in New York. I
didn’t work again in radio for
10 years. I was blackballed.”
Yet after the Hot 97 incident, the “New York Post” did
a big story on Porter and he
even appeared on several TV
news shows. But his time in
the limelight was fleeting as
he was left to wonder if he
had made the right move.
After all, it had cost him his
job and his source of income.
“Maybe I could have
done things differently,” he
remembered thinking at the
time, “but I did what was in
my heart. And I’ve been
doing it ever since.”
The power of speaking up

still costs money, Porter explained. Yet many celebrities
and big names won’t talk
about music content because
of their ties to large corporations, and they tend to “forget
where they come from,”
Porter noted.
“When you have stockholders,” he said, “things
change.”
Money is indeed powerful in more ways than one, as
one of the things Porter talks
about in “Blackout” is payola—the illegal practice of
paying radio and TV stations
to play certain music and
videos on the air. And even
Porter himself was not immune. After leaving New
York radio, he found work
programming for BET. When
he arrived for his job and
checked into his hotel, he
found three envelopes stuffed
with $100 bills—a total of
$30,000 in cash.
“I’ll be honest,” he said, “I
kept that $30,000 because I
never saw $30,000 in cash before!”
Even though the record
representative who had sent
it innocently had assured
Porter that it was merely to
welcome him to town, Porter
knew that the record company would soon follow up
with a list of videos that they
fully expected to see him play
on the air. But ultimately
Porter, who would spend 10
years at BET as a program director and on-air talent, decided that he would base his
programming decisions on
what he thought was best.
Five years ago, through
an FCC program called Low
Power FM, Porter decided to
apply for an available station
in Orlando and it finally
launched in 2016. The station
was in such a high-crime
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area, Porter said, that there
were 13 murders committed
within the first three days—
all within a three-mile radius
of the station.
But Porter was committed.
“This radio station meant
so much to me,” he said. “We
were doing it the old way for
so long. Black radio and black
music had so much power, so
my dream was to put together a radio station that
gave that same type of energy. So what if it only had 100
watts instead of 100,000 watts
as our competitor.”
His perseverance paid off
when the Nielsen rating company recently called Porter
and told him his station—The
Wire 98.5—is the first Low
Power FM station to “show
up in a major market with a
one share.”
Apparently, Porter is
doing something right—even
with a playlist that doesn’t include offensive records. But
he maintains that black listeners these days have become
“fragmented.” Adults listen to
the urban AC channels while
the younger kids tune in to
the hip-hop channels.
“So you don’t know what
your kids are listening to,” he
said, adding that there are
many songs out there—with
lyrics of gratuitous sex and violence—that tell young people to do the wrong things
and even have the power to
“change minds.”
Citing a study conducted
years ago on rap music
videos, Porter said the every
eight to ten seconds the content displayed either violence,
misogyny, sex or “bling.”
But what’s worse is that
not enough people seem to

care these days, Porter maintained. Even in the days of social media through which so
many people can connect,
people are talking about the
NFL or what President
Trump said, but not enough
people are doing what they
can to reach the kids. Porter
wants to change that.
“That’s why I try to help
anybody I can,” he said.
“Every place I go, every time
I sign a book I put my telephone number in there with
these young kids. It says,
‘Somebody’s here for you.
Somebody will talk it out.’”
***
Eugenics and African
Americans
BY FRANK DROUZAS
Staff Writer

Tuesday, Feb. 13, the last
night of the Heritage Lecture
Series, saw Dr. Shantella
Sherman, a historian and
journalist whose work documents African-American history and culture. She is also a
former editor at the “Washington Informer” and the author of “In Search of Purity:
Popular Eugenics & Racial
Uplift Among New Negroes
1915-1935,” a book that examines the reinterpretation of
eugenic theories by AfricanAmerican scholars.
Eugenics refers to the
controversial science of improving a population by controlled, selective breeding to
favor the chances of desirable
heritable traits. Years ago,
Sherman said, another term
was “better breeding.” As in
agriculture where people discovered they can grow better
plants by years of trial-anderror selective breeding, they
discovered this can also be
done with human beings.
Sherman said that these
days, eugenics as a science
believes it can isolate certain
genes—including hair, skin
tone, aptitude, intelligence—
to breed better versions of
humans—but it isn’t that simple.
“You cannot tamper with
what God’s already designed,” she said adamantly.
“We’re designed a certain
way for a certain reason.”
One issue with eugenics
would be that those with negative traits—if there are those
who believe criminality or
stupidity are traits found in
people’s DNA, for example—
would be discouraged from
reproducing while those with
positive traits would be encouraged to reproduce as
much as possible.
Citing the newly released
film “Black Panther” and the
increased popularity of such
sites as ancestry.com, Sherman said this is a time of renewed interest in “black
genes.”
“It’s hit a nerve with black
people,” she said, “all of a sudden it’s almost like someone
pinched them and said, ‘Hey,
wake up! Someone’s trying to
show you who you are.’”
Using one example of individuals collecting blood
samples from homeless
African Americans and Hispanics in Washington, D.C.,
ostensibly to study the effects
of DNA on such conditions as
poverty, Sherman noted that
in the name of eugenics, the
government was systematically trying to determine if
that those who have “bad
DNA” are “criminals, alcoholics, murderers.”
Decades ago, such people
with undesirable genes could
be conscripted to an asylum,
so as they would not pass

along their genes. From the
turn of last century to the
present day, Sherman said,
there are some lobbies that
maintain if people fit the criteria and possess bad genes
they should be sterilized.
In fact, in the early years
of the 20th century, Indiana
passed the first eugenicsbased sterilization law, and
other states would, in turn,
pass such laws, and it is no
surprise that some then believed that African Americans
possessed inferior genes.
Providing examples from
actual textbooks used in
classrooms up until the 1960s,
Sherman pointed out that students were being taught that
African Americans had ancestry connected to monkeys in
trees. They were, according
to this school of thought, at
the top of the “monkey chain”
but at the bottom of the
“human chain.” This ludicrous assertion, upheld even
in a time when African Americans were fighting for their
most basic rights, was challenged and finally removed
from textbooks by 1963.
A eugenics society came
up with an idea of how men
and women should look and
this arbitrary thought is even
present today in such competitions as the Miss America
pageant. Sherman said that
even a couple of popular
women’s magazines that are
still on shelves these days—
”Good Housekeeping and
“Ladies Home Journal”—
began as “eugenics journals.”
Judged to be “feebleminded” or worse by authorities through some very
debatable aptitude tests,
some
African-American
youngsters were committed
to asylums where they would
live out there days until they
were too old to reproduce.
Some of the youngsters in
such asylums were sterilized
without their consent or even
knowledge—often being told
that they needed an operation
for something entirely different such as an appendix removal, as a false front. These
days, North Carolina and Virginia are offering reparations
for these acts.
In our time of constant
bombardment of commercials and images on our TVs
and cell phones, people
young and old alike are being
reminded that they’re “not
good enough.”
“How do you know who
you are if at every turn you
don’t necessarily feel like you
are human, you are person
enough to stand alone if you
have to stand alone,” she
asked.
Image and representation
of self was very important in
the decades following the
turn of last century where
many black men in urban
areas could be arrested simply for “loitering” or “vagrancy” and young black
women could be charged
with prostitution because of
the way they appeared and
walked in public. This could
lead to the young people
being arrested and ultimately
even sterilized
“You have to show that
you are respectable at all
times,” Sherman explained
about the African Americans
in those days and beyond,
adding that there was a reason Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. and others like him chose
to march in suits. “You walk
in saying, ‘I am man [or]
woman—I am human!’”
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